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Donate to Azov Nazi Psychopaths via your Credit
Card
It's easy to donate money to Nazis, but if you counter the state's narratives
you will be denied access to the banking system.
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***

In  September,  the  Azov  Nazis  came  to  America  in  search  of  loot  to  finance  their  ongoing
effort to murder and ethnically cleanse any hint of Russian ethnicity in Ukraine.

All you really need to know is that Azov Regiment leaders were just in the US
on a lobbying tour, where they proudly displayed their explicit Nazi-derived
Wolfsangel insignia and raffled off their patches as prizes. No one proclaimed
any anti-semitic danger. It's just a farce https://t.co/We4nuMhk14

— Michael Tracey (@mtracey) October 26, 2022

For the Azov Nazis, the Russian “special operation” to disarm and get rid of them is a fine
way to manipulate the emotions of clueless, headline-skimming Americans and convince
them to donate money under the pretense of fighting against Russian tyranny.
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For details on this under-reported Nazi tour, see “‘Now, All of You Are Azov’: Ukrainian ‘Neo-
Nazis’ Tour U.S.” by Moss Robeson, posted in early October on his Ukes, Kooks & Spooks
blog.

https://mossrobeson.medium.com/now-all-of-you-are-azov-ukrainian-neo-nazis-tour-u-s-3bf4eddb34e2
https://mossrobeson.medium.com/now-all-of-you-are-azov-ukrainian-neo-nazis-tour-u-s-3bf4eddb34e2
https://mossrobeson.medium.com/
https://mossrobeson.medium.com/
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Robeson writes the Ukronazi “delegation” is not only hunting for cash in America but also
attempting to sanitize the Azov Battalion image.

With the myth-making about Azov's supposed depoliticization reaching new
heights, this cofounder of the regiment couldn't even get the story straight
whether they "got rid" of their far-right elements or never had them to begin
with. https://t.co/As3xHlAgvV

— Moss Robeson (@mossrobeson__) October 5, 2022

Nazi thugs are apparently popular with at least some of America’s “representatives” in
Congress.

‘Now,  All  of  You  Are  Azov’:  ‘openly  neo-Nazi’  Ukrainian  delegation  meets
Congress,  tours  US  https:/ / t .co/Rj9J1CxXoE  by  Moss  Robeson
(@TheGrayzoneNews)  #geopolitics  #UkraineRussiaWar  #UkraineWar
#geoeconomics

— metacode (@metacode) October 6, 2022

Almost  missed  this:  Adam  Schiff,  chairman  of  the  House  Intelligence
Committee,  also  met  the  Azov  delegation  https://t.co/lm2naH74zx

— Moss Robeson (@mossrobeson__) September 28, 2022

It is now safe to support Nazis—who we are told are not Nazis—or the Uke version of nazism
based on the same principles as their mentors in fascist Germany in the 1930s and 40s:
disappearance, murder, ethnic cleansing of subhumans, and good old fashion lebensraum in
eastern Ukraine.

If  you use a corporate search engine,  you will  discover this  Uke Nazi  thing is  a figment of
Russian propaganda and delusional thinking. Consider the following brief examples:

Putin’s “Nazi” rhetoric reveals his terrifying war aims in Ukraine
How the Russian Media Spread False Claims About Ukrainian Nazis (this one
is behind a paywall, so you have to shell out your hard-earned money for
revisionist history)
Why Does Russia’s Leadership Keep Saying that Ukrainians Are Nazis?
The Shadowy Russian Scheme That Dumped Nazis Into Ukraine (the “nazi
problem” is Russia’s fault)
One of the worst ways Putin is gaslighting the world on Ukraine (“Putin isn’t
fighting neo-Nazism. He nurtures it, making his pretext for invading Ukraine
even more repellent.”)

According to the corporate war propaganda media (all of the above are members in good
standing), the real Nazi is Vladimir Putin and, as we are told in the last “news story,” Russian
“Nazi” mercenaries are fighting alongside defenders of Donbas.
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Never mind many of these propaganda outlets, reading from USG scripts, denounced the
“far-right” supposedly ascendant in much of Europe, especially Ukraine, prior to Russia’s
“invasion,” are now de-ranked, the internet version of Orwell’s memory hole.

Suppose you write or speak historical truth at odds with USG war propaganda—or a number
of other topics considered “conspiracy theories”—and you utilize PayPal for donations or
commercial  transactions.  In  that  case,  you  may  not  only  lose  access  to  its  banking
microcosm but also have your money stolen.

PayPal  will  apparently  still  fine  you  2500$  for  what  they  decide  is  hate
speech…  Even  though  @PayPal  told  everyone  they  removed  that.  That
company is so bad in so many ways. From @Timcast https://t.co/Fj7mEKALxw
pic.twitter.com/A9olciFHQL

— Mikhaila Peterson (@MikhailaFuller) October 27, 2022

However,  if  you  financially  support  the  Azov  Nazis,  you  may  proceed  unhindered,  as  the
screen capture above reveals.

Paypal  has reinstated it's  $2,500 fine for  "Misinformation" and "Hate Speech"
but they have no problems allowing the Ukrainian Neo-Nazi Azov Battalion to
crowd fund using their service.

Recently, donations were used to commemorate and rename streets in honor
of fallen Neo-Nazis. pic.twitter.com/DiVQrfTISl

— Jay Altons (@jayaltons) October 27, 2022

This includes donating war materiel to the Nazis.

�Call for donation!

We need your help to buy summer tactical boots 20pcs for soldiers who serve
in the "Azov" unit of the Armed Forces of Ukraine

Any amount will help to buy it!
Estimated cost ~3000$

�PayPal: kyryliuk.roma@gmail.com

Everyone please if you can, retweet this! pic.twitter.com/0TMPrKZCyw

— Roman Kyryliuk�� (@KyryliukRoma) July 8, 2022

Note the Azov logo with its Norse runic Wolfsangel symbol, a favorite of the Wehrmacht, Das
Reich, and the Sturmabteilung (SA Brownshirts, and later the SS).

But never mind. Millions of Americans have no idea this is a Nazi symbol and that the Azov
Battalion is  responsible  for  torturing,  raping,  disappearing,  bombarding,  and murdering
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thousands of ethnic Russians that have lived in what was, before “annexation” (voting to
leave the Nazi-infested Ukraine), Novorossiya (New Russia, beginning in 1764 and ending in
1917 when the region was incorporated in the Ukrainian People’s Republic).

In the ongoing effort to demonize and undermine Russia, the USG and its media are pulling
out all the stops, and are fully engaged in a brazen attempt to revise history and memory-
hole reality.

Such idiocy may eventually play a role in the thermonuclear extinction of life on planet
Earth.

Finally,  as  to  the  role  played  by  banks  and  Wall  Street  in  financing  nazism,  see  Antony
Sutton, “Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler.” Banker support for Hitler and the Nazis began in
1924 with the Dawes Plan.

*
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